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Abstract
This in-depth analysis, commissioned by the European Parliament’s Policy Department for Citizens’ Rights and Constitutional Affairs at the request of the Committee on Constitutional Affairs, recalls the earlier debates linking the enlargement of the Union with the need to adapt its constitutional framework, and discusses whether further constitutional reforms, involving Treaty change or not, are necessary when a further enlargement of the Union will take place in the near future. It focuses on three main themes: the Union’s decision-making capacity; forms of differentiated integration; and the question on how to ensure respect by all member states for the Union’s fundamental values.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Background

Despite the new impetus given to enlargement by the EU institutions in 2018,¹ there is still a lingering doubt as to whether further enlargement of the Union will happen any time soon or whether, instead, the Western Balkan states find themselves on a ‘slow train to nowhere’.² Their adaptation to the EU acquis is a slow-moving process, and political conditionality continues to create major obstacles to their accession. If and when the next enlargement occurs, it will, most likely, not include all the current candidate and potential-candidate countries, but only a few among them. Nevertheless, it makes sense for the EU institutions to reflect on the perspective of further enlargement, not only from the point of view of the economic and political readiness of the prospective new members, but also from the point of view of the European Union’s absorption capacity. In its enlargement policy paper of February 2018, the Commission refers to the need for the Union to be ‘stronger and more solid, before it can be bigger’, and it mentions in particular the need to shift from unanimity to qualified majority voting in the Council in areas such as foreign policy and the internal market, and also the need to strengthen the enforcement of the rule of law in the Union.³

Article 49 EU specifies that accession treaties may make ‘adjustments’ to the existing Treaties upon which the EU is based, and accession treaties have, so far, only made rather minor adjustments to the existing rules, such as providing for the representation of the new member states in the Council, the Parliament and the other institutions. Further-reaching changes were excluded, on the basis that the acceding countries should accept the entire acquis communautaire, subject only to transition phases in specific policy areas. It is an open question whether the ‘adjustments’ mentioned in Article 49 could also imply other changes to the operation of the European Union, which are not directly related to the accession of new states, such as the issues mentioned by the Commission in its paper of February 2018. This question is meaningful for the European Parliament (EP). Since the EP has the power to give or deny its approval to accession treaties, it could make its approval conditional on the making of some constitutional adjustments to current EU law. Even if one assumes that the ‘adjustments’ mentioned in Article 49 should be strictly interpreted and do not include Treaty changes that are not directly related to accession, the EP could still decide to make a political linkage between its approval of the accession treaty and the adoption of separate but contemporaneous changes to the EU’s institutional system. From this point of view, it becomes meaningful for the EP to reflect on how the future accession of new member states could be used as an occasion for the improvement of the EU’s constitutional edifice. The present in-depth analysis aims at contributing to that reflection and does so in two parts, corresponding to the two chapters of the study, whose main content is described below.

³ A credible enlargement perspective (note 1 above), p.2 and 15-16.
Aim

The first chapter of the study recalls the earlier debate linking the enlargement of the Union with the need to adapt its constitutional framework. That debate was particularly lively in the years leading to the large-scale enlargement of 2004, and was facilitated by the fact that no less than three Treaty revisions took place in the years preceding the enlargement (Treaty of Amsterdam, Treaty of Nice, and the Constitutional Convention leading eventually to the Lisbon Treaty). On each of these occasions, the need to adapt the EU’s constitution to the forthcoming enlargement was a major issue in the political and legal debate. Three main themes emerged in that debate: the need to preserve the EU’s decision-making capacity after enlargement; the question whether and how to introduce forms of differentiated integration; and the question on how to ensure respect by all member states for certain fundamental values. After recalling those debates, the study highlights the constitutional changes that were accomplished in response to the pending enlargement, and also mentions the ‘missed opportunities’, i.e., the constitutional adaptations that could have been made at the time but were omitted. The latter point is relevant for the future. The next enlargement may well involve a small number of countries (possibly only one or two); however, the need for constitutional adaptation will not just arise from the fact that one or two new countries would join the EU, but also from the accumulated deficit in adjusting the EU’s constitutional system to the huge increase in membership that has happened over the years.

In the second chapter of the study, the analysis becomes forward-looking. The three main themes discussed in the first chapter are taken up again. Current reform ideas are discussed from the point of view of their legal feasibility and their constitutional acceptability, and a range of possible and desirable reforms are put forward, involving either changes of the Treaties or institutional innovations that can be made under the current Treaties. The European Parliament has advocated some of these reforms in recent resolutions; the process of enlargement could give more force to the EP’s constitutional design preferences if those preferences are carefully discussed and presented.

Key Findings and Recommendations

A first finding of the second chapter relates to the need to move away from unanimity in Council and European Council decision-making, which is today still required in a large number of cases. The argument can be made that unanimity is no longer tenable in a EU with 30 or more member states. Abandoning unanimity may well entail costs in terms of national sovereignty, but it is the price to be paid for the European project to be able to function adequately with such a large number of states, and therefore abandoning unanimity is, arguably, in every country’s long-term national interest. To a large extent, a shift away from unanimity could be accomplished by means of the passerelles, therefore requiring simplified Treaty revision or, in some cases, no Treaty changes at all. A separate issue, in the field of external relations, is the requirement of unanimity that results from the practice of mixed agreements; that practice should also be reconsidered. Beyond this, one should also question the unanimity rule when it comes to revisions of the Treaties themselves. This has so far been a taboo subject for the Member States’ governments, but for the same reasons of long-term national interest mentioned above, the question could be put on the table again on the occasion of a future enlargement, although this would of course require a revision of Art. 48 TEU.
The second finding of the second chapter relates to the need to improve the current regime of differentiated integration. Essentially (and in the absence of Treaty revision) differentiated integration takes two forms: enhanced cooperation, and the conclusion of separate international agreements by a group of member states (the Schengen and ESM model). The study discusses whether future enlargements should lead us to rethink the mode of operation of these two forms of flexibility, and whether the creation of ‘concentric circles’ would be politically advisable and legally feasible. Also, the current distinction between the euro area and the rest of the EU will continue to exist in the future and may require a more coherent arrangement than the one we have today (for example, as regards the creation of a separate budgetary capacity for the euro area).

The third theme discussed in the second chapter is that of the protection of fundamental rights and values (including democracy, the rule of law and minority protection). So far, there has been a strict distinction between pre- and post-accession. Whereas detailed standards are imposed on candidate countries, as part of the political conditionality for accession, respect for those standards is no longer required once a country has joined the EU, except through the cumbersome rule-of-law mechanism of Article 7 of the EU Treaty. A future enlargement may provide the opportunity to set out a more coherent system of protection for those fundamental values, applicable to all EU member states and not only to the candidates and the newcomers. The elements of such a system are presented in the study.

Based on the findings of the second chapter, the following Recommendations are made:

- The accession of new member states would make the unanimity rule for Council decision-making even more unbearable than it is today. The European Parliament should therefore require the use of the passerelle mechanisms that allow for a transition to majority voting without changing the Treaties. More radically, the Parliament should link its agreement to future accession to the negotiation of a revision of the Treaties that would aim at removing all cases in which the Council decides by unanimity, as well as for future Treaty revisions themselves. This does not necessarily mean that unanimity should be replaced by the current system of qualified majority. A higher threshold could be set for the most important decisions, such as amendments of the Treaties.

- As long as unanimity continues to exist, though, the use of the mechanisms of differentiated integration will remain useful and necessary, even more so when new members will join the Union. Attempts at creating a closed ‘core Europe’ should not be encouraged, because creating a closed circle of cooperation is hardly feasible in legal terms (enhanced cooperation may not be exclusive, but is always open to the participation of all) and is politically not appealing. Instead, the existing mechanism of enhanced cooperation should be used without hesitation whenever it allows to by-pass the vetoing by one or more countries of measures that are useful for the majority of member states. Separate agreements under international law between groups of member states (on the model of the Schengen Convention) are not desirable, as they have a cost in terms of democratic accountability and judicial control, but their use should nevertheless be envisaged in those cases where cooperation seems politically important but where the text of the European Treaties makes it impossible to adopt Union legislation.

- The European Parliament should require the creation of a continuous and comprehensive assessment of the respect by all member states for the values of Article 2 TEU, as was proposed in its resolution of October 2016. This should, however, be preceded, by a more precise definition of what is understood
by respect for the rule of law and respect for democracy. Similarly to what happened with human rights (of which the Union adopted a catalogue in the form of the Charter of Fundamental Rights), there should be a Union catalogue of the elements of the rule of law and democratic government. The new assessment procedure should involve evaluations by independent experts and an active role for the EU’s Fundamental Rights Agency, which should become an agency in charge of fundamental rights, democracy and the rule of law. A mechanism comparable to the existing Cooperation and Verification Mechanism for Bulgaria and Romania should also be applied to states that will accede in the future, so as to ensure a better transition between the pre-accession political conditionality and a post-accession continuation of the reforms.

- The Commission has recently brought infringement actions before the Court of Justice of the European Union for what it considers violations of fundamental rights and threats to judicial independence by member states. The Commission should develop further this new approach and make the infringement action an important tool to address systematically the deficiencies in the protection of fundamental rights, the rule of law and democratic principles whenever member states act to implement EU legislation or whenever they use EU funding. The Commission should not hesitate to ask the Court of Justice for urgent interim measures while an infringement case is pending.
1. THE CONSTITUTIONAL CHALLENGES OF ENLARGEMENT – THE EARLIER STORY

In the 1990s, the probable accession of an unprecedented number of new states was considered to call for institutional responses of unprecedented sophistication. The tone was set by the Copenhagen European Council of June 1993, at which the enlargement process was officially started by the European Council, and the general conditions for accession were laid down. It also was a defining moment in setting the agenda of enlargement-related constitutional reform of the Union. In particular, three strands of that enlargement-related constitutional agenda were broached by the European Council at that time.

- The Copenhagen European Council’s conclusions specified in general terms that accession would depend not only on the political and economic performance and state of preparation of the candidate states, but also on the institutional state of preparation of the European Union. The document affirmed that ‘the Union’s capacity to absorb new members, while maintaining the momentum of European integration, is also an important consideration in the general interest of both the Union and the candidate countries’.4 Thereby, internal reform of the decision-making capacity of the Union became a precondition for enlargement. The IGC of 1996 was, in part, devoted to this question, and the IGC of 2000 was almost entirely devoted to it. However, the Treaty of Nice that resulted from the latter did not constitute a convincing response to the problem, and the overhaul of the EU’s institutional system became a central concern, again, of the Convention on the future of the Union that drafted the Constitutional Treaty.

- An eye-catching aspect of the Copenhagen conclusions was the unprecedented imposition of so-called political conditions for membership (respect for democracy, fundamental rights, rule of law and protection of minorities). This stimulated a debate on whether the European Union itself should take these basic constitutional values more seriously by entrenching them more firmly in its own legal order. Democracy and fundamental rights concerns became part of the agenda of the 1996 IGC, and the Amsterdam Treaty enacted some important Treaty changes in this respect. These questions were equally prominent in the reform debate leading to the Constitutional Treaty and, beyond it, to the Lisbon Treaty.

- A third strand of the constitutional reform debate is less immediately apparent from the Copenhagen Conclusions, but ‘Copenhagen’ indirectly formed a watershed also in this respect. Until 1993, attempts had been made to devise innovative forms of institutional linkage between the European Union and the central and eastern European countries that would closely associate the latter to the EU but without offering them full membership. Such forms of asymmetrical integration based on advanced methods of international cooperation were definitively discarded by the Copenhagen European Council. Full membership of the European Union became the sole option for the future. At the same time, this decision to take concrete steps towards full membership and a major enlargement of the Union fuelled discussion on whether membership of the EU should be accompanied by new forms of differentiation of rights and obligations between member states; while asymmetrical relations would no longer be pursued as part of the EU’s external relations with Central and Eastern Europe, they might be put in place as part of its internal constitution. The debate on ‘flexibility’ and ‘closer cooperation’ took off in earnest in the summer of 1994, and the prospect of enlargement greatly contributed to keeping it on the EU’s constitutional reform agenda during the following ten years.

---

So, the Copenhagen summit of 1993 inaugurated a period in the history of European integration in which we saw an intersection between two legal-political questions that occupied the minds of the EU institutions and member states between 1993 and 2003, namely (i) anticipating the consequences of enlargement, and (ii) proceeding with the overall constitutional reform of the EU. In the following pages, we briefly recall the outcomes of that combined discussion: to what extent were the enlargements of 2004 and 2007 accompanied by internal constitutional reform of the EU? We look, in turn, at the three themes mentioned above: the strengthening of the Union’s decision-making capacity, the design of a regime of differentiated integration and the protection of fundamental values.

1.1 The Question of the Union’s Decision-Making Capacity

Already in its 1992 report on ‘Europe and the Challenge of Enlargement’, written shortly after the adoption of the Treaty of Maastricht, the Commission stated the following:

‘In the perspective of enlargement, and particularly of a Union of 20 or 30 members, the question is essentially one of efficacy: how to ensure that, with an increased number of members, the new Union can function, taking account of the fact that the responsibilities would be larger than those of the Community, and that the system for two of its pillars is of an inter-governmental nature. In that perspective, how can be ensure that “more” does not mean “less”?’

This challenge was thus defined, to put it in simple terms, as ‘dealing with numbers’. The Turin European Council of 29 March 1996, when formally launching the post-Maastricht Intergovernmental Conference, was quite explicit about the important consideration to be given to the effects of enlargement: ‘The Union must also preserve its decision-making ability after further enlargement. Given the number and variety of the countries involved, this calls for changes to the structure and workings of the institutions’. So, a central goal of the institutional reforms of the Union in the period between the entry into force of the Maastricht Treaty (1993) and the adoption of the Lisbon Treaty (2007) was to prevent that the Union’s decision-making capacity would be negatively affected by a major expansion of its membership. Decision-making capacity can be understood as being ‘the probability that a political system, given the diversity of interests to which it is exposed, will be able to take decisions’. As the diversity of political interests increases with the accession of new member states, the capacity to act of the EU institutions is likely to decrease, unless the decision-making rules are modified so as to promote the ‘ease of action’.

The accession of new states affects the functioning of the institutional system in several ways. The new states are represented in each of the institutions of the EU. Accession of new states makes the overall number of members of most institutions grow, with the risk of exceeding the appropriate size allowing for effective deliberation. This is probably most obvious for the Council, since that institution meets, both at the formal ministerial level and at all the preparatory stages, in a format allowing for the representation of all (now) 28 member states which, quite obviously, renders the discussions more cumbersome than in the ‘cosy’ environment of the original Community of Six, or even the pre-2004

---

Union of Fifteen. The actual decision-making of the Council is also affected when it has to decide according to the unanimity rule. Moreover, the addition of multiple new members complicates the ‘game’ of coalition-building for the purpose of assembling a qualified majority. It also means, in most cases, the addition of new official languages of the Union, which creates higher translation costs and forms a new source of communication failures in the decision-making process. Each new member state also brings new practices of political and administrative culture, which again complicates (at least in a first period of adaptation) the informal patterns of EU decision-making.

One might wonder, at first sight, whether this issue can truly be qualified as a ‘constitutional question’. It is arguable, however, that the capacity to take effective action is a primary constitutional value since it represents the original *raison d’être* of the European Communities (which remains as vital in the European Union today) namely to provide an institutional apparatus that can perform more effectively certain common tasks that the member states can no longer adequately perform themselves. Maintaining or improving the institutions’ capacity to act thereby enhances the ‘performance legitimacy’ of the European Union. This does not mean that improving the ease of action of the EU institutions is an independent value. Indeed, easier and speedier decision-making by Council, Parliament and/or Commission, with reduced possibilities for vetoes and blockage, may allow for more decisions to be adopted, but does not necessarily mean better EU law and policies. It does not directly address the concern that the European institutions are remote and undemocratic, nor does it guarantee that the policies thus decided will be effectively applied by the member states and private actors. Thus, in constitutional terms, promoting the capacity to act of the EU institutions is a means for achieving other ends – but an essential means nevertheless.

Prior to the ‘big bang’ enlargement of 2004, the Union’s *widening* had effectively been accompanied by some degree of *deepening* of the integration process. Successive reforms of the European Treaties which took place through the Single European Act, the Treaty of Maastricht and the Treaty of Amsterdam all led to an extension of the range of common policies and also introduced reforms of the institutional system. In the areas of internal market and social regulation, there was a marked shift away from unanimity towards qualified majority voting in the Council and a major increase in the role of the directly elected European Parliament, which developed into a co-legislator with the Council. In other areas of EU policy, such as the common foreign and security policy, and justice and home affairs, the institutional approach was rather different, with decision-making power concentrated in the hands of the Council and with its decision-making mode being that of unanimity rather than majority voting. So, it appears that the threat to the EU’s institutional capacity that could prima facie result from increasing numbers of member states was addressed in some areas of European policy-making by easing the conditions for making decisions, but this did not happen in other areas.

During the Intergovernmental Conference that was to lead to the adoption of the Treaty of Amsterdam, there gradually developed a triangle of sensitive enlargement-related institutional questions which were considered to be intimately linked, so that a compromise could only emerge, it appeared, on a package covering each of these three issues: the size and composition of the Commission; the weighting of the votes of states when acting within the Council of Ministers; and the extension of qualified majority voting (rather than unanimity) to further fields of EU policy. A compromise on this triangle of issues was eventually reached only at the next IGC, the one leading to the Treaty of Nice, whose modest agenda was deliberately limited to the three institutional ‘left-overs’ from Amsterdam, as if a negotiated solution of these three issues were the only key to a successful institutional
adaptation to the coming enlargement. The intra-EU condition for accession now appeared to be fulfilled, at least according to the governments of the EU countries. At the Nice European Council meeting of December 2000, they agreed on the text of the Treaty of Nice and stated, in an annexed Declaration on the future of the Union, that ‘with ratification of the Treaty of Nice, the European Union will have completed the institutional changes necessary for the accession of new Member States’.8 The candidate countries received the assurance that their EU accession now depended on their own economic and political performance, and on the willingness of the EU states to recognize the quality of this performance, but no longer on the question whether the Union itself managed to put its own house in order.

And yet, before the enlargement effectively took place, a new and much more ambitious reform debate took place within the Convention on the Future of the Union (2002-3), the results of which were by large laid down (after the failure of the Constitutional Treaty) in the Treaty of Lisbon. The question whether the rather modest institutional reforms agreed at Amsterdam, Nice and Lisbon have equipped the European Union with the practical capacity to act after enlargement received at first a rather positive answer. Several studies conducted shortly after the enlargement highlighted that the new member states had integrated the EU system rather smoothly without causing any disruption of the functioning of the institutions.9 Indeed, one can say, some fifteen years after the enlargement of 2004, that all the EU institutions have found ways to accommodate the larger membership without too much hampering their operation. Also in the inter-institutional relations, new ways have been found to preserve decision-making capacity, not the least of which is the systematic recourse to trilogues in legislative decision-making. However, one can certainly say that the institutional machinery of the Union has been adjusted only in part to ‘deal with the numbers’: the most obviously missing part of that adaptation is that unanimous decision-making is still an important mode of decision-making in the Council and European Council, as well as for Treaty revisions.

1.2 The Question of Organising Differentiated Integration

The prospect of enlargement with a large number of new states promoted the debate on differentiated (or ‘multi-speed’) integration in the second half of the 1990s. The consensus that emerged during the 1996 Intergovernmental Conference, after long and exhauster negotiations, was that some mechanism of institutional flexibility (or of, as it was eventually called, ‘closer cooperation’) should be put in place, but that it should be encapsulated within the existing EU framework and be made subject to rather strict conditions. In fact, the conditions for closer cooperation imposed by the Amsterdam Treaty were so rigid that, only one year after the Treaty’s entry into force, and before the new regime had even been tested in practice, the member state governments started a process of reviewing and, ultimately, redrafting of the relevant rules during the IGC that took place in 2000. An agreement was eventually reached, in the final stages of the Nice Treaty negotiations, on facilitating recourse to closer cooperation. The new Treaty text allowed for what was now named ‘enhanced cooperation’ to be launched by a qualified majority vote in the Council, except in common foreign and security policy. The

---

8 OJ 2001, C 80/85, point 2.
substantive conditions for closer cooperation were also somewhat relaxed compared to the Amsterdam regime.

The potential political energy needed to exploit the enhanced cooperation mechanism was diverted, immediately after the signature of the Treaty of Nice, into the new constitutional reform process launched by the Convention on the Future of the Union. Within that context of across-the-board constitutional reform, flexibility did not emerge as a central issue. The few changes proposed in the Draft Treaty, which were then carried forward to the final text of the Constitutional Treaty and, much later, to the Lisbon Treaty, once again aimed at facilitating enhanced cooperation compared to the post-Nice situation. Enhanced cooperation initiatives can now be started on request of at least nine Member States and the authorization is given by a qualified majority vote of the Council; they can cover all areas of non-exclusive EU competence. In the years since the Lisbon Treaty, the enhanced cooperation regime was finally used, for the first time since its creation by the Treaty of Amsterdam. A first and rather uncontroversial application occurred for conflicts of law on divorce. A second, much more controversial application related to the new EU patent system, where two countries (Italy and Spain) challenged the recourse to enhanced cooperation before the Court of Justice. In its judgment, the Court confirmed that the function of enhanced cooperation is indeed to advance European cooperation even where (or rather, especially where) the unanimity requirement makes ‘normal’ decision-making too difficult. Since then, a third piece of enhanced cooperation law was adopted, namely the twin Regulations on judicial cooperation in matters of matrimonial property and registered partnership property. A fourth Council authorization for enhanced cooperation was given for the creation of a financial transaction tax, but the directive itself was not yet adopted.

The most striking element of the Lisbon reforms was, possibly, the emphasis on closer cooperation in the field of the Common Foreign and Security Policy (CFSP) and particularly defence. Whereas the latter policy field was previously off-limits for closer cooperation initiatives, it was now turned into a privileged area for experimentation with a range of flexibility regimes, denoting a greater acceptance of the European Union as a policy-making venue for military matters. A sudden acceleration happened in 2017, leading to the launch of a permanent structured cooperation (PESCO) in December 2017. This form of cooperation is defined by Article 42(7) TEU which provides that those member states whose military capabilities fulfil higher criteria and agree to make binding commitments with a view to the most demanding missions shall establish permanent structured cooperation within the Union framework. The format of that cooperation is spelled out in greater detail in Protocol nr. 10 to the Lisbon Treaty. As was noted by Cremona, ‘in a number of ways permanent structured cooperation resembles enhanced cooperation, but agreed in advance by way of a specific Protocol.’ The drafters

---

10 Art. 20 TEU. The conditions and procedures are spelled out in considerable detail in Articles 326 to 334 TFEU.


of the Constitutional Treaty and of the Lisbon Treaty took care to define in rather great detail the institutional and substantial shape of PESCO, making it into an ‘off-the-shelf form of cooperation’, which may have facilitated the launch once the political impetus was there. PESCO’s main institutional characteristic is the fact that decision-making is entirely situated within the EU legal order, namely with the Council and its preparatory bodies. Although it was estimated, only a few months before its launch, that only between 10 to 15 member states would be able and willing to participate in PESCO, eventually 25 States (all except the UK, Denmark and Malta) decided to join the project.

Another specific regime of enhanced cooperation created by the Lisbon Treaty, which was less prominently discussed in its preparatory phase but proved to be important in practice, concerns the field of economic governance, where it was grafted upon the existing variable geometry between Eurozone and non-eurozone countries. The legal basis allowing for the adoption of euro-area specific legislation on economic governance (Article 136(1) TFEU) was used for important parts of the ‘six-pack’ and ‘two-pack’ economic governance reforms; and more recently, unprecedented forms of variable geometry were experimented for banking supervision, where the new ECB-centred mechanism, while legally mandatory only for euro-area states, is opened up for ‘closer cooperation’ with non-euro states who wish to join.

At the same time as creating the closer cooperation mechanism, the Amsterdam Treaty had also ‘repatriated’ the Schengen regime within the legal order of the European Union, but the price that had to be paid for this move – given the lack of unanimous support among all Member States – was a new opt-out Treaty regime for the United Kingdom and Ireland, and another one for Denmark. A system of differentiation between EU Member States that had existed outside the EU legal framework was thus brought inside that framework, but without modifying the degree and content of the differentiation and creating, indeed, a number of frictions in the institutional functioning of the EU’s immigration and border control policies. This vast new opt-out area established by the Amsterdam Treaty joined the Maastricht-based opt-out regime for EMU. The Lisbon Treaty added yet another opt-out regime in the field of police cooperation and criminal justice where, in return for the introduction of the ‘Community method’ in that policy area, the United Kingdom obtained an opt-out from future developments and even a right to unilaterally pull out from existing third pillar instruments by which the UK was bound. The fact that the Amsterdam Treaty had terminated the separate legal life of the Schengen Agreement and Convention, by transforming their content into EU law, and that it had also established a system of enhanced cooperation within the EU institutional framework, seemed to put an end to the conclusion of Schengen-type agreements situated outside EU law. Yet, recent practice shows that the EU member states consider that they have retained the capacity and the right to conclude international treaties among themselves, even when the subject matter of their agreement is closely connected to European Union matters. The conclusion of the ‘Fiscal Compact’ between 25 member states, and of the Treaty establishing the European Stability Mechanism between the (then) 17 euro area states, are recent and controversial examples of the use of international law as a mechanism of differentiated integration.

The unity of the EU legal order is not formally affected by the many forms of flexibility that have spread profusely during the past 20 years. There are rather firm criteria to determine whether a legal norm belongs to the EU legal order or not. Thus, measures of enhanced cooperation are part of EU law, although they are binding only upon, and within, the member states that participated in their adoption. Similarly, legal measures from which some countries opt out are also part of the EU legal order, despite their limited geographical scope. What is still sometimes called ‘Schengen law’ has
become regular EU law after the incorporation of the Schengen regime in Amsterdam. On the contrary, international agreements concluded by a limited set of member states (such as the ESM treaty and the Fiscal Compact) are not part of the EU legal order, and the Court of Justice cannot review the decisions adopted by organs set up under such an agreement.

Thus, if the formal criteria for deciding what belongs to the EU legal order still function well, the content of that EU legal order presents a very unusual shape. Its degree of fragmentation, in terms of participation of states in decision-making, and of applicability of legal norms across the EU territory, is rather unique and sets the European Union firmly apart from the federal constitutional systems to which it resembles in other respects. The Court’s old ideal of EU legal rules being ‘fully applicable at the same time and with identical effects over the whole territory of the Community’\(^{15}\) has become unattainable. This, in itself, may not be such a great loss; but the easy and almost insouciant recourse to flexibility also comes with lack of transparency, complicated accountability mechanisms, and neglect of intra-state solidarity, and those are serious challenges for the constitutional integrity of the European Union.

### 1.3 The Question of Safeguarding the Union’s Fundamental Values

The political conditionality, which the Copenhagen European Council first formulated in 1993, has, since then, become a condition for accession to the European Union that is entrenched in the EU’s constitutional document, namely in Article 49 TEU. As a condition for accession, candidate countries must respect ‘the values referred to in Article 2’ and that Article states, in turn, that the Union ‘is founded on the values of respect for human dignity, freedom, democracy, equality, the rule of law and respect for human rights, including the rights of persons belonging to minorities’, and also that ‘these values are common to the Member States.’ These are thus, drawing from the wording of Article 2 TEU, foundational values of the Union, but they are also, more importantly perhaps, fundamental values in the sense that both the Union institutions and the member states are expected to abide by them. Indeed, it would make no sense to require candidate countries to abide by the values of Article 2 as a condition for accession, and not to bother about whether the member states - both the old and new ones - comply with those values as well.

As far as the Union is concerned, the most important step forward since 1993 is certainly the adoption of the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights, first elaborated in 2000 and made into a binding instrument of primary EU law by the Lisbon Treaty. As for the member states, they are bound to respect the values of Article 2 TEU when they implement EU policies, and they can be the object of infringement actions in case of non-compliance, but it was felt that respect for the values of Article 2 TEU should also be somehow ensured when the member states act autonomously, that is, outside the scope of EU policies.

For that purpose, the Treaty of Amsterdam introduced a mechanism that aims at preserving a minimal degree of respect for those fundamental values by the member states even when acting outside the scope of Union law. That mechanism was slightly modified by the Treaty of Nice and then again by the Treaty of Lisbon, and is now laid down in Article 7 TEU. On a reasoned proposal by one third of the member states, by the European Parliament or by the European Commission, the Council, acting by a majority of four fifths of its members after obtaining the consent of the European Parliament, may

\(^{15}\) Case 48/71 Commission v Italy, EU:C:1972:65, para 8.
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...determine that there is a clear risk of a serious breach by a Member State of the values referred to in Article 2. The procedure may, in a second step, end in a unanimous decision to suspend voting rights in the Council. The mechanism described by the Treaty was complemented, on the initiative of the European Commission, by a Rule of Law framework, which organizes a dialogue between the Commission and the member state concerned in a preliminary stage, so as to try to prevent the formal opening of the Article 7 procedure. However, the Article 7 procedure was indeed formally opened, for the first time, on the Commission’s initiative, against Poland, and shortly afterwards also against Hungary, this time on the initiative of the European Parliament. These two procedures constitute a test for the effectiveness and legitimacy of the Article 7 procedure. During the debates leading up to these procedures, institutional actors and scholars have reflected on whether this ‘nuclear option’ mechanism is adequate or sufficient in itself to safeguard the values of democracy, fundamental rights and the rule of law. Alternative or complementary mechanisms have been proposed, which will be discussed in the next chapter.

In addition to the Article 7 mechanisms, two member states continued, immediately after their accession, to be subject to a special mechanism of monitoring of their compliance with rule of law requirements. This is the Cooperation and Verification Mechanism that is still today applicable to Bulgaria and Romania. This mechanism seems to fulfil a useful role in putting pressure on those states to continue to comply (or rather: to gradually comply better) with the political conditions for accession to the Union, in particular in the field of justice and the rule of law. However, it is also odd that these two countries are being singled out, since the issues which are at the heart of this Cooperation and Verification Mechanism arise also in other member states.

---

17 European Parliament resolution of 12 September 2018 on a proposal calling on the Council to determine, pursuant to Article 7(1) of the Treaty on European Union, the existence of a clear risk of a serious breach by Hungary of the values on which the Union is founded, P8_TA(2018)0340.
2. A CONSTITUTIONAL AGENDA FOR THE NEXT ENLARGEMENT

In this second chapter, the analysis is forward-looking. Based on the reflection on the past experience, recounted in the previous chapter, and taking into account the reform ideas that have been expressed in recent times by either the EU institutions (mainly the Commission and the Parliament) or by other political actors, ideas for constitutional change will be discussed, criticized and/or recommended to the attention of the EP. The discussion is organized along the lines of the same three reform themes already presented in the previous section, starting from the question of the EU’s decision-making capacity, then moving on to the organization of differentiated integration, and ending with reflections on how to strengthen the protection of the Union’s fundamental values.


One author predicted, back in 1999, that ‘a much larger Council, eventually including Central or Eastern European states, might not face the insurmountable collective action problems that many have predicted, regardless of whether or not majority voting rules are extended to the few remaining areas of treaty competence governed by unanimity’.20 One reason offered for this paradoxical conclusion is that the Council rarely votes and that attempts are systematically made by the Commission and the Council Presidency to reach a consensus among all delegations, irrespective of whether the measure can be adopted by qualified majority or requires unanimity. However, even though consensus decision-making remains the unwritten rule of the game, it does regularly happen, nowadays, that member state delegations are formally outvoted at a Council meeting or that they cease to oppose a decision when they see that a qualified majority has emerged. Indeed, in policy areas subject to QMV, the Council, the Coreper and the working groups all very much operate ‘in the shadow of the vote’, so that states that find themselves in an isolated minority position sometimes accept a relatively unsatisfactory compromise proposal for fear of being outvoted. There are also signs that the strongly ingrained practice of consensus seeking is increasingly under threat in the current, more politically diversified, European Union. The formal veto power wielded by each country is becoming a much more unpredictable and obstructive weapon than in earlier epochs.

Therefore, the conclusion seems warranted that a shift from unanimity to qualified majority in any given policy area is an essential means of maintaining the Union’s capacity to act in that area when the number of member states is growing. The Lisbon Treaty did indeed shift the voting rules for a number of areas, but today many decisions of the EU are still subject to unanimity,21 so that this very important challenge to the Union’s decision-making capacity is still firmly in place.

In his State of the Union speech of 2017, Commission president Juncker announced initiatives to move away from the unanimity rule in a number of areas by using the so-called passerelles. One year later, the Commission followed up on this promise with two concrete proposals, one to move from unanimity to qualified majority voting in selected areas of Common Foreign and Security Policy,22

21 For a complete list, see J.C. Piris, The Lisbon Treaty – A Legal and Political Analysis (2010), appendix 8.
followed by another one proposing a similar shift to QMV for selected issues of tax policy. In those two proposals, the Commission carefully explains that it proposes a gradual and partial passage to majority voting, but not a sweeping renouncement to the unanimity rule in CFSP and tax matters. One can understand this caution, given that the decision to use the passerelles itself requires the unanimous agreement of all member state governments. But from a broader and more long-term perspective, the European Parliament might go further and insist that the time has come to do away with unanimous decision-making in all areas of EU policy and for all kinds of decisions.

One institutional feature of the Union’s external action should be included in this reflection, namely the frequent practice of concluding mixed agreements with third countries, whereby both the European Union and all its member states are parties to an agreement with that third country (or group of countries). In such situations, the Union itself normally acts by qualified majority, and mostly with the consent of the EP, to approve the agreement, but that decision-making agility is undone by the fact that all the member states need to approve that same agreement separately, according to their own constitutional requirements for treaty ratification. In this way, the EU is effectively subject to the unanimity rule and to the possible veto of single member states. This problem cannot be solved by changing the text of the Treaties (in which the mixed agreement phenomenon is not even mentioned), but it requires a change in institutional practice whereby it must be accepted by the Council and by the member state governments that the European Union can conclude on its own any international agreement falling within the scope of its shared competences, without the need for the participation of the member states; and when a matter falls entirely outside the competences of the EU (which will rarely be the case), then the member states should conclude a separate agreement with the third country concerned and not together with the Union.

A final observation on this question of reducing or removing altogether the need for unanimous decision-making is that the alternative should not necessarily, or always, be a shift to the qualified majority voting mechanism as described in Art. 16(4) TEU. It is possible to choose, in especially sensitive matters, for an intermediate solution that removes the veto power of single countries but still requires a very high threshold of support from the member state governments, over and above the threshold for QMV as defined in Art. 16(4) TEU.

One might also extend this thinking one step further and consider whether the time has finally come to move away from the unanimity rule for Treaty amendments, and to set in place a truly simplified Treaty revision procedure. The original rule that the European Community treaties could only be revised with the agreement of all the member states made perfect sense when the Community counted only six states, but it was left untouched on each later occasion, despite the fact that membership grew from 6 to 28, which has rendered the unanimity requirement an ever more cumbersome obstacle in the way of treaty change. At the same time, the close control exercised by the member state governments on the revision process has been diluted somewhat in the course of time. Compared to the previous revision clauses, the new rules enacted by the Lisbon Treaty innovate in two respects: they prescribe the use of the ‘Convention method’ for future revisions, and they

24 For an analysis of how, in particular, the requirement that each treaty revision should be separately ratified by each State has placed obstacles in the way of Treaty change on many occasions, see C. Closa, The Politics of Ratification of EU Treaties (2013).
provide for two so-called simplified revision procedures, in addition to the ordinary revision procedure.\(^{25}\)

The most significant change, compared to the previous (pre-Lisbon) method of Treaty revision text of Article 48 TEU, is the formal integration of the Convention method as a normal feature of future revisions. The Convention’s role is modestly defined as that of adopting ‘by consensus a recommendation to a conference of representatives of the governments of the Member States’. However, the Convention’s role had been described in equally modest terms by the Laeken Declaration of 2001, and this did not prevent the 2002/3 Convention from adopting a complete draft text of the treaty rather than a mere ‘recommendation’. The new Article 48 has thus entrenched for the future a direct parliamentary involvement in treaty reforms.

The second innovation of the Lisbon Treaty regarding future revisions is the creation of a distinction between one ordinary Treaty revision procedure and several simplified procedures. Paragraphs 2 to 5 of Article 48 TEU, as amended by the Lisbon Treaty, are entitled Ordinary revision procedure. The word ‘ordinary’ indicates that the procedure described there is applicable to any amendment of the Treaties and their Protocols, unless the amendment comes within the scope of one of the simplified revision procedures described in paragraphs 6 and 7 or provided for in specific articles of the Treaties.

Simpler ways to amend particular bits of primary EU law had existed before. For example, the Statute of the Court of Justice, which was annexed to the EC Treaty in the form of a Protocol (and therefore with full Treaty status) could be amended, already long before Lisbon, by means of a unanimous Council decision\(^{26}\) - with the exception of the most sensitive part, Title I of the Statute, which could only be modified through the ordinary revision procedure. The novelty brought by the Lisbon Treaty is that we now have two standard simplified procedures, applicable to a wider range of cases, and whose legal regime is now incorporated within Article 48 TEU, rather than being mentioned in the particular corner of the Treaty to which a simplified mechanism applies.

Of those two, the one laid down in Article 48, paragraph 6, has the broadest scope. It applies to amendments of ‘Part Three of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union relating to the internal policies and action of the Union’, all together some 171 Treaty articles – subject to one major exception: if the proposed amendment of an internal policy provision leads to an increase in the European Union’s competences, then the ordinary revision procedure will have to be used instead. However, upon a closer examination of the procedure prescribed by paragraph 6, it soon appears that it is not simple at all. The amendment is ‘adopted’ directly by the European Council acting by unanimity of its members without the need for a formal Intergovernmental Conference; but that decision is then subject to ‘approval’ by each member state under its own constitutional requirements. If one considers the fact that adopting a unanimous European Council decision is not necessarily a simpler feat than reaching an agreement at an IGC (the actors being essentially the same…), one may well wonder whether the paragraph 6 procedure is really any simpler than the ordinary revision procedure.\(^{27}\)


\(^{26}\) See, for example, the Council Decision of 20 December 2007 amending the Protocol on the Statute of the Court of Justice, OJ 2008, L 24.

\(^{27}\) Indeed, the one example of the use of Article 48, paragraph 6, so far, namely the amendment of Article 136 TFEU to allow for the creation of the European Stability Mechanism, took more than two years between the adoption of the amendment in March 2011 and its entry into force in May 2013.
Moreover, unlike the latter, it does not require any involvement by the European Parliament, thus making it also a distinctly less democratic mechanism.

The other simplified revision procedure, the one described in paragraph 7 of Article 48, does introduce a genuine measure of flexibility in treaty amendment. It is commonly called the *general passerelle* because it allows the EU institutions to shift from one decision-making system to another within a given policy area. In all the areas and cases where the Treaties continue to provide that the Council must act by unanimity, a European Council decision (itself taken by unanimity and with the consent of the European Parliament) is enough to remove the unanimity lock in a particular case or area, and allow the Council to act henceforth by qualified majority. Similarly, the European Council is able to introduce the ordinary legislative procedure in all the areas and cases in which the Treaties still provide for a different (normally, more intergovernmental) procedure. In other words, a further deepening of integration by making EU decision-making less intergovernmental is, to some extent, possible without the need for setting up an IGC and, above all, without the need for constitutional ratification of these changes by all the member states separately. The scope of application of this simplified procedure is limited by Article 353 TFEU (to which, confusingly, Article 48 fails to cross-reference): certain matters cannot be the subject of the simplified revision. In addition, one must note the existence, scattered throughout the Treaties, of the so-called *passerelles spéciales* which apply to specific policy areas instead of the general clause of Article 48 (7). One of them is in Article 31 (3) TEU and allows for a passage to qualified majority for any matter of CFSP; this is the clause which the Commission proposed to use in its above-mentioned communication of September 2018.28

Still, each national parliament is able to stop any simplified amendment based on Article 48 (7) by expressing its opposition within a six-month period following the European Council decision (that decision will, obviously, not enter into force during this period). The two-phased approach to treaty revision is thus not entirely abandoned.29 More generally, we can see how the innovations brought to the revision procedures by the Lisbon Treaty do not affect the fundamental legal and political rule of the game, namely that all member states must give their unanimous consent to future amendments of the Treaties. The EU’s rules of change thereby continue to be much more rigid than those applying to national constitutions, but also more rigid than those applying to the founding instruments of other, less integrated, international organizations.30 This rigidity of the EU’s constitution has become ever more problematic since the ‘happy days’ of the semi-permanent Treaty revision process that started with the Single European Act and ended with the Treaty of Nice. Since then, the Treaties have grown fatter; they contain ever more rules that constrain or prohibit certain institutional or substantive reforms. Also, the views of the Member States are diverging ever more, especially since the great enlargement of 2004. Not only is it nearly impossible to reach a consensus among the governments on Treaty changes, but those changes have to be approved now by an increasing number of ‘veto players’ at national level, such as national parliaments, constitutional courts and even the electorate when ratification referenda are held. Maybe the next enlargement could be the right time to bring this ‘taboo’ subject to the table. Is it really reasonable to expect that the European Union can respond to new

28 Other *passerelles spéciales* can be found in Article 81(3) TFEU (measures concerning family law), Article 153(2) (certain fields of employment and social security law), Article 192(2) TFEU (certain environmental policy matters), and Article 312(2) TFEU (multianual financial framework).

29 The national parliaments do not possess a similar veto power under the *passerelles spéciales* (except for the one about family law), so that those *passerelles* are somewhat easier to use.

challenges if it has become virtually impossible to modify its basic legal instruments? Is it not in the national interest of each member states to ensure that treaty amendment supported by a vast majority of countries should remain possible, and not be stopped by the veto of one or a few among them? Again, abandoning the unanimity rule does not necessarily mean a shift to qualified majority decision-making. Given the formal importance of Treaty amendments, one should rather envisage a procedure requiring a super-qualified majority among the member states (maybe 90% of their total number, representing 80% of the total population), coupled with a qualified majority of votes in the European Parliament.

2.2 More Flexibility for Differentiated Integration?

The history of differentiation, flexibility and variable geometry in the European Union is closely linked with the presence of an ‘awkward member’ of the EU, namely the United Kingdom.31 Indeed, it is largely because of the positions adopted, in the course of time, by successive UK governments that the EU legal order gradually moved away from the ideal of unity and started to accommodate various forms of non-participation of some states in the making of EU law norms. Given this history, one might have expected that the announced withdrawal of the UK would diminish the attraction of variable geometry as a model for the future development of the EU. But this will not necessarily be the case, for two contrasting reasons. On one view, the distrust of the EU expressed by a majority of British voters reflects similar feelings in other parts of the European Union, and this implies that the Union should perhaps evolve towards a less centralized and more flexible organization so as to reassure the growing mass of Eurosceptic citizens across Europe. On another view, the defection of the UK may act as an incentive for other countries to advance the integration project more vigorously, but given that it is unlikely that all 27 states would join that project and agree to a major revision of the EU Treaties to strengthen the EU institutions, a division between a core Europe and the rest becomes an attractive option for the future. In this respect, we have seen a recent revival of the multi-speed and/or concentric circles models. In particular, it is suggested that euro area countries could form a core group, advancing into new areas of cooperation, whilst the remaining countries would stay behind in a less-integrated rest group. This model had been canvassed already at the time the UK was still part of the Union, and with a view essentially to circumvent the obstructive power of that country,32 but it was revived after the Brexit referendum as it is feared, in some circles, that the Union still counts some ‘awkward partners’ which the other states may want to ‘neutralize’ by means of a Euro-area based closer cooperation.

The question therefore arises whether, in connection with a future enlargement, steps should be taken to make differentiated integration more readily available than it is today. Before answering that question, we should briefly summarize the currently existing legal limits to engage in differentiated integration.

Starting with the general mechanism of enhanced cooperation, its main attraction is that it can be used in any area of EU shared competence. It has so far been used only for piecemeal projects, where a shift to enhanced cooperation occurred in order to overcome the opposition of one or more countries in

32 See, for a carefully developed model of this kind, J.C. Piris, ‘It is time for the euro area to develop further closer cooperation among its members’, Jean Monnet Working Papers 05/11, and also, by the same author, The Future of Europe: Towards a Two-Speed EU? (2012).
the course of the legislative process. This use of enhanced cooperation, as veto-avoidance instrument, had always been one of the contemplated usages, and it was approved by the Court of Justice. Given the rather open-ended formulation of the relevant Treaty articles, it has sometimes been suggested that enhanced cooperation should not be limited to single-project cases, but could also be used in a systematic way by a group of same-minded member states so as to constitute a true ‘pioneer group’ that operates together in a whole range of policy areas. This option was even openly envisaged in the Treaty on Stability, Coordination and Governance (more commonly known as Fiscal Compact), whose Article 10 states that the Parties to that Treaty ‘stand ready to make active use, whenever appropriate and necessary, of measures … of enhanced cooperation … on matters that are essential for the proper functioning of the euro area, without undermining the internal market.’ This statement seems to contain a promise (or threat) of concerted action to multiply the usage of enhanced cooperation as a tool to build a euro-area integration project. Yet, no action in this sense was taken during the five years since the entry into force of the Fiscal Compact. Rather, the few cases of enhanced cooperation that emerged since then were based on other fault lines than that between euro-area and non-euro-area countries.

In fact, the rules on enhanced cooperation contain a number of constraints which make it very unlikely that this tool could be used for the construction of a closed and coherent pioneer group operating across a whole range of policy areas, despite the fact that the Court of Justice gave a rather ‘flexible’ interpretation to some of those constraints in its case law on enhanced cooperation. The first constraint is the ‘last resort’ rule, which is taken rather seriously since all cases of enhanced cooperation so far were preceded by genuine attempts to achieve the desired result through legislation applicable to all states. A second constraint is that the authorization for launching an enhanced cooperation project must be given by the Council acting by qualified majority. A third constraint is the right for every member state to join an enhanced cooperation project, so that a self-defined pioneer group cannot exclude states that do not form part of the group; in fact, Article 328(1) TFEU provides that ‘the Commission and the Member States participating in enhanced cooperation shall ensure that they promote participation by as many Member States as possible.’ Finally, enhanced cooperation operates within the existing limits of EU competences: it cannot be used to extend EU competences beyond the domains currently defined by the Treaties.

The other available instrument for variable geometry is the conclusion of agreements of international law between a group of member states, formally outside the EU legal order, but very much connected to the European Union in substantive terms. The model for this used to be the Schengen Convention and is nowadays the European Stability Mechanism. In a sense, one could say that this form of flexibility exists since the early days of the European integration process. Hundreds of bilateral and multilateral international treaties were concluded between member states of the European Union ever since the 1950’s, in areas such as tax law, environmental protection, defence, culture and education. They typically occur in areas in which the European Union has no law-making competence at all, but also in areas in which the EU possesses shared law-making competence, but where a set of member states prefer to use their ‘share’ in order to conclude an agreement among themselves rather than acting in the framework of the European Union. These inter se agreements become a true alternative form of
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variable geometry when they serve the purpose of allowing a group of member states to move European integration forward in the face of the opposition of other member states. In this respect, the Schengen experience continues to be invoked in current discussions as a positive model because it offers an example of both the potential of such agreements to overcome a blockage within the Union’s decision-making system, and the possibility for their later re-integration within the EU legal system.

In the post-Lisbon years, the EU member states have claimed the capacity and the right to conclude international treaties among themselves, even when the subject matter of their agreement is closely connected to European Union policies. The conclusion of the Fiscal Compact and of the Treaty establishing the European Stability Mechanism were already mentioned. They were followed more recently (in May 2014) by the signature of yet another international agreement in the sphere of EMU law, namely the Agreement on the Single Resolution Fund, which is the intergovernmental part of the banking union package. A further international agreement closely connected with the functioning of the EU, but in a very different domain, was signed on 19 February 2013 between 25 Member States (all except Croatia, Poland and Spain), namely the Agreement on a Unified Patent Court. That court’s main task is to adjudicate an EU law instrument, namely the Regulation on the creation of unitary patent protection, which is itself, as mentioned above, the outcome of an enhanced cooperation initiative. There was no legal reason why this adjudication task could not have been entrusted to the Court of Justice, but the ‘patent community’ apparently persuaded the member state governments that it would be preferable to create a separate and allegedly more expert court instead.

In light of this recent practice, we can clearly see the advantages and disadvantages of recourse to inter se agreements as compared to other forms of variable geometry. The main advantage is that the participants to the cooperation project can be freely chosen: a self-proclaimed core group can indeed decide to act together without being forced to offer (as is the case with enhanced cooperation) a standing invitation to the other EU states to join at any time. Furthermore, again unlike enhanced cooperation, separate international agreements can be concluded outside the scope of EU competences and can therefore serve to extend the integration project beyond the existing EU policies without the need for a prior revision of the EU Treaties.

At the same time, though, such ‘side agreements’ may not contain norms conflicting with EU law order. They cannot derogate from either primary or secondary EU law. In its case law, the Court of Justice has consistently held that the primacy of EU law extends not only to measures of national law but also to agreements between two or more member states, which must be disappplied by national courts if they are inconsistent with EU law. Similarly, in direct actions for infringement, the Court has not distinguished between infringements caused by a state acting on its own and infringements caused by a bi- or multilateral agreement concluded between several member states. This is entirely logical. It would otherwise be easy for the member states to escape from their EU law obligations by concluding a conflicting treaty between each other.


35 See, for a judgment of the Court of Justice in this sense, Case C-546/07, Commission v Germany, ECLI:EU:C:2010:25, para 42 to 44.
Apart from these legal limitations, cooperation outside the framework of EU law, using the traditional tools of international law, has major disadvantages in terms of democracy, transparency and judicial control, at least when compared to law-making through the ordinary legislative procedure of EU law. From the perspective of national sovereignty, it is true that the negotiation of an international agreements gives the member states governments full control, since they cannot formally be outvoted by the others, but they face the extra transaction costs of setting up a little diplomatic conference instead of being able to discuss within the tried and tested institutional framework offered by the EU legal order. All in all, this method of differentiated integration, despite its great flexibility, has major shortcomings not only from the perspective of constitutional integrity, but also from a pure national interest perspective.

One of the most spectacular reform proposals in the variable geometry domain fails to meet the test of compatibility with the current Treaties, namely the proposal to reinforce the democratic quality of economic governance by creating a special Parliamentary Assembly for the Eurozone. The idea was endorsed by the French president Macron in his Athens speech of the late summer of 2017, but no longer with so many words in his later Sorbonne speech. The idea had been developed earlier that year, as part of the election campaign of the socialist candidate Benoit Hamon, by a group of scholars around Thomas Piketty. The new assembly was presented as the key element of a new international treaty aiming at the ‘democratization of Europe’. That assembly would be composed of a large majority (4/5) of national members of parliament and a much smaller number (1/5) of MEPs. Yet, apart from the dubious merits of creating a separate European Assembly alongside the EP, if only because of the confusion this would create, it is not at all clear which countries should be represented in such an assembly; indeed, EMU law displays a considerable degree of variable geometry, with various non-euro area states participating in various bits of EMU law and Euro-crisis law. But, quite apart from these issues, attributing genuine decision-making powers to a European Assembly, as envisaged by the Piketty group, would not be compatible with current EU law. As we noted above, a separate international agreement between a group of EU Member states does indeed allow for an extension of European cooperation beyond the limits of EU competences, but it does not allow for the adoption of legal rules that conflict with EU law as it stands. So, a parliamentary assembly for the euro area cannot be entrusted with powers that are conferred by the EU Treaties to the EU institutions. Yet, this is what the initiators of the project propose: their parliamentary assembly would not be a mere talking shop, but would, among other things, have the power to approve or reject the country-specific recommendations of the Council before they reach the member states. This conflicts with the current attribution of powers in the TFEU which do not allow for a decision-making role of other institutions than the Commission and the Council in the field of economic coordination. So, the creation of a parliamentary assembly for the euro area with real decision-making powers in the field of economic governance would require a revision of the European Treaties.

Another often discussed reform plan is the creation of a budgetary capacity for the euro area, either within or outside the frame of the EU budget, in order to allow for investments or the funding of structural reforms that would increase the long-term stability of the euro area and avoid the recurrence of crises such as the one that happened in the past years. If created outside the EU budget, by means
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36 Hennette, Piketty, Sacriste and Vauchez, Pour un traité de démocratisation de l’Europe (Seuil, 2017), translated in several other languages.
of a separate agreement among all the euro area states, or a sub-group among them, there do not seem to be major legal problems. A similar extra-EU budget was created when the European Stability Mechanism was set up in 2012. In fact, one option would be to extend the tasks of the ESM so as to allow it to fund investment programmes improving the long-term stability of the euro area. An alternative approach would consist in creating this new budgetary capacity for the euro area within the EU budget, and using the tools of EU law. This is, for obvious reasons, the preferred option of both the European Commission and the European Parliament. Depending on the envisaged size of this new budgetary capacity, several legal problems might arise but none seems to be insurmountable.\(^{38}\) Those problems could include the need to create new own resources for the EU (and to handle the unanimity requirement applying in this respect),\(^ {39}\) and the need to adapt the budgetary procedure in order to separate the euro-area-only part of the EU budget from the rest. In this context, it should be noted that EU budgetary practice has recently experimented with the creation of a variety of special funds (such as the Emergency Trust Fund for Africa or the Facility for Refugees in Turkey) which are effectively disconnected from the main EU budget in terms of their revenue and expenditure, and are expressly designed to allow for differentiated contributions by the EU member states.\(^ {40}\)

But new forms of differentiated integration are also envisaged in other areas than that of EMU law. Indeed, the Commission scenario of ‘Those who want more do more’\(^ {41}\) lists a number of other areas in which new projects of differentiated integration could be experimented, such as defence, justice and security, taxation and social policy. For areas such as taxation, migration and criminal justice, where the TFEU provides clear and fairly comprehensive legal bases, enhanced cooperation would seem the most appropriate tool. It would allow for the circumvention of the unanimity requirement as long as it remains in place, and more generally would allow like-minded states to take forward their cooperation, using the instruments of EU law and side-lining the acrimonious resistance of other states. In the field of social law, the scope for enhanced cooperation is more problematic, as some of the most frequently invoked reform measures, such as the creation of a European minimum wage system, or of a European minimum income benefit, would likely fall outside the scope of EU competences. In that case, the tool of enhanced cooperation would not be available, and the conclusion of a separate side agreement by socially-minded states would be the only available option.

In more general terms, among the many reform ideas that have been proposed and discussed in recent years, some will not fly because they would require a revision of the Treaties that will not be forthcoming; others may be successful, if they gather the political support of a sufficiently large group of member states, and might take the form of either intra-EU enhanced cooperation or an extra-EU international agreement, the choice among these two instruments depending mainly, though not


\(^{39}\) Article 311 TFEU.
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exclusively, on the competence resources offered by the European Treaties. The European Parliament, in its most recent resolution on its subject,\(^42\) expresses considerable reluctance to move towards more differentiated integration, and is particularly hostile towards the conclusion of separate international treaties in which parliamentary participation seems, almost by definition, to be limited or inexistent. However, this is not necessarily the case. Faced with the impossibility of formal treaty reforms, and with limits of EU competence under the current Treaties, the conclusion of a separate international agreement among a group of ‘willing and able’ member states may, occasionally, be the solution of last resort, and it is, in fact, possible to ensure a meaningful role also for the European Parliament even in such an intergovernmental construction.

2.3 More Effective Protection for Fundamental Values?

Elements for a more effective safeguarding of the EU’s fundamental values have been proposed in recent years with a growing sense of urgency, in light of the tense debates created by the launch of the Article 7 procedures against Poland and Hungary. There is not one magical reform that could improve the current situation. Rather, it is through the combined application of a number of different tools that the best results can be achieved, in combination with the Article 7 procedure.

What is missing from the current Article 7 mechanism is a uniform monitoring framework, in which the content of the fundamental values is clearly listed and assessed in an independent manner, so as to confront and rebut the criticism that the current mechanism is insufficiently objective and applies double standards to the different countries of the EU.

A distinction should be made, in this respect, between the three main fundamental values: human rights, rule of law and democracy. As regards respect for human rights, the European Union institutions can use a clear benchmark, namely the rights contained in the European Convention of Human Rights and those of the EU’s own Charter of Fundamental Rights. If a systemic breach of one or more of those rights occurs, there is a firm basis for applying the Article 7 mechanism. The second fundamental value, respect for the rule of law, is less clearly defined. The European Union has no ‘catalogue’ of rule-of-law elements similar to its catalogue of fundamental rights. However, one element of the rule of law has been clearly identified in some recent judgments of the Court of Justice, namely the independence of the judiciary. For other aspects of the rule of law, the Union can rely on the work of the Council of Europe, and especially of its Venice Commission that adopted, in 2016, a very useful Rule of Law Checklist.\(^43\) The third fundamental value, the respect for democracy, is the one that is least firmly defined. Conceptions of democracy differ widely and governments often claim that their democratic legitimacy is unassailable as long as they are supported by a majority in their national parliament. The argument that democracy is a much richer and more complex concept, requiring more than the organisation of free elections and the support of a majority in parliament, is powerful and convincing, but we do not have an authoritative European instrument that clearly sets out what are the minimum conditions that are required before a country can be said to be governed in a democratic manner. Therefore, the European Parliament could take the initiative for an inter-institutional declaration listing the constitutive and necessary elements of democratic rule, so that the Article 7 mechanism can address systemic
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infringements on a firmer and less controversial basis than today. The long series of opinions of the Venice Commission dealing with standards for democratic institutions, as well as the judgments of the European Court of Human Rights dealing with political rights, could serve as useful guidance in drafting such a text.

Furthermore, the criticism that the current Article 7 mechanism targets certain countries in an unfair manner, whilst ignoring similar problems in other countries of the Union, could be met by the creation of a continuous and comprehensive assessment of the respect by all member states for the values of Article 2 TEU. This was proposed by the European Parliament in its resolution of October 2016. The Commission would have to draw up an annual report on the state of democracy, rule of law and fundamental rights in all the member states, based on the findings of a newly created Panel composed of independent experts. The Commission’s report could lead to recommendations addressed to the member states to improve their performance, thus creating a virtuous policy cycle not unlike the European semester cycle applying in the field of economic governance. Inspiration could also be found in a proposal made, some years ago already, by the Dutch Advisory Council on International Affairs, to institute a regular peer review mechanism whereby review teams composed of experts and national representatives would examine each country’s rule of law performance. As for the legal feasibility of such a reform, it would seem to fall within the existing competences of the Union and not to require a Treaty change, as long as it is just an ancillary mechanism to the Article 7 procedure, and does not aim at formally changing that mechanism. We could add to this proposal that it would be useful to give an important role also to the Fundamental Rights Agency in this assessment exercise. Although the FRA’s current remit is limited to fundamental rights, it could be extended (by a modification of its founding Regulation) to also include issues of democracy and the rule of law. It could thus become the Union Agency for Democracy, Fundamental Rights and the Rule of Law.

Another possible building block for better safeguarding the Union’s values would be the creation of a general rule of law conditionality applying to all forms of EU expenditure, as proposed by the Commission in 2018. This would involve a mechanism for the withdrawal of EU funds from member states that present ‘generalised deficiencies as regards the rule of law’ when that affects the financial interests of the Union. The proposal itself would need to be improved, in terms of achieving greater clarity and consistency, and there is no reason why it should be limited to rule of law deficiencies and not also include democracy and fundamental rights deficiencies. Moreover, it should be avoided that the final beneficiaries of the EU funds (who bear no responsibility for the failure to respect the

44 European Parliament resolution of 25 October 2016 with recommendations to the Commission on the establishment of an EU mechanism on democracy, the rule of law and fundamental rights, P8_TA(2016)0409; and see the further explanations in the accompanying European Value Added Assessment, An EU mechanism on democracy, the rule of law and fundamental rights, October 2016, PE 579.328. The proposal was reiterated in the more recent European Parliament resolution of 14 November 2018 on the need for a comprehensive EU mechanism for the protection of democracy, rule of law and fundamental rights, P8_TA-PROV(2018)0456.


fundamental values) should be affected by the withdrawal of funds. Subject to these improvements, the proposal would be an useful additional tool in ensuring respect for the fundamental values.

An additional instrument that could be more promising (in that it would have no negative repercussions on the individual beneficiaries of EU funds) would be the positive use of EU funds to support projects that reinforce the daily practice of democracy, and of respect of the rule of law and fundamental rights. The Justice, Rights and Values Fund, proposed by the Commission in view of the next Multiannual Financial Framework, seems an appropriate tool for this, 48 although the proposed volume of its funding is insufficient for allowing it to make a real impact. Also, it would be important that such funding can be awarded not only to central and local government authorities in the member states, but also directly to grassroots organisations. We realize that direct funding by the Union of civil society organisations is not without problems; it would be essential to make sure that only bona fide organisations could benefit from EU budgetary allocations, and that the European Commission should be very transparent in publicizing its funding allocations. 49

Finally, the existing instrument of the infringement action for any violations of Union law could, and should, be put to more active and systematic use for the protection of the fundamental values of the Union. Recently, an evolution in this direction has started. The Commission has brought infringement actions for what it considers violations of the fundamental rights of the EU Charter 50 and for measures that endanger judicial independence. 51 One advantage of infringement actions is that they have an inbuilt dialogue stage with the member state concerned, during which the alleged violation of EU law can be corrected, or during which the Commission can be convinced that there is no violation. Despite the existence of this pre-judicial phase, infringement actions can also be used for urgent reactions, because the Court of Justice of the European Union can decide interim measures which the member state concerned must implement while waiting for the final judgment. 52 A disadvantage of the infringement action is that it is inherently limited to breaches of the fundamental values that occur when member states act within the scope of EU law (for example, when implementing EU regulations and directives); they cannot address the situations where member states act outside the scope of their EU obligations. The Commission should develop further this new approach and make the infringement action an important tool to address systematically the deficiencies in the protection of fundamental rights, the rule of law and democratic principles whenever member states act to implement EU legislation or whenever they use EU funding. The Commission should not hesitate to ask the Court of Justice for urgent interim measures while an infringement case is pending.

50 See for example the infringement procedure concerning Hungarian laws that impose restrictions on foreign-funded civil society organisations. The Commission argues, in this pending Court case, that there is a violation of the EU Treaty provisions on free movement of capital but also, and above all, a violation of the right to freedom of association and to the protection of personal life and personal data enshrined in the Charter of Rights of the Union (Court of Justice, Case C-78/18, Commission v Hungary, pending).
51 See for instance the infringement case brought by the Commission against Poland for threatening the judicial independence of the Polish Supreme Court: Court of Justice, Case C-619/18 R, Commission v Poland (final judgment pending).
52 For an example of interim measures see the ‘judicial independence’ case mentioned above (Case C-619/18 R, Commission v Poland, Order of the Court of 17 December 2018).
The reforms outlined above would apply to the member states of the Union, and therefore also to any new state that may join the Union in the near future. If these reforms (or at least some of them) were enacted, there would no longer be the large gap that we know today between the strict political conditionality imposed on candidate countries and the almost complete absence of monitoring of those political conditions once the country has joined the Union. The Cooperation and Verification Mechanism applying to Bulgaria and Romania (mentioned in Chapter 1) is a sort of middle-way, since it aims to ensure that the new member states remain on the path of political and judicial reform also after their accession. A mechanism of this kind should also apply to any new member state that will join the EU in the future. It should be accompanied by a vigilant use of the infringement procedure for failure to comply with the obligations of membership, although the use of the infringement procedure should be even-handed, that is, the compliance by the new member states should be monitored as severely as that of the current members.

2.4 Conclusion and Policy Recommendations

If, and when, new member states will accede to the European Union, the European Parliament should make its consent to such accession subject to a number of institutional reforms designed to make the operation of the enlarged European Union more effective and democratic. The date at which such a new enlargement will take place is highly uncertain. The reforms recommended here should also be pursued, and hopefully achieved, before any new enlargement takes place, but to the extent that they cannot be achieved by that time the accession process will give to the EP a window of opportunity to insist on the enactment of those reforms as a condition for the accession of new states.

The following reforms are recommended, in particular:

- The accession of new member states would make the unanimity rule for Council decision-making even more unbearable than it is today. The European Parliament should therefore require the use of the passerelle mechanisms that allow for a transition to majority voting without changing the Treaties. More radically, the Parliament should link its agreement to future accession to the negotiation of a revision of the Treaties that would aim at removing all cases in which the Council decides by unanimity, as well as for future Treaty revisions themselves. This does not necessarily mean that unanimity should be replaced by the current system of qualified majority. A higher threshold could be set for the most important decisions, such as amendments of the Treaties.

- As long as unanimity continues to exist, though, the use of the mechanisms of differentiated integration will remain useful and necessary, even more so when new members will join the Union. Attempts at creating a closed ‘core Europe’ should not be encouraged, because creating a closed circle of cooperation is hardly feasible in legal terms (enhanced cooperation may not be exclusive, but is always open to the participation of all) and is politically not appealing. Instead, the existing mechanism of enhanced cooperation should be used without hesitation whenever it allows to by-pass the vetoing by one or more countries of measures that are useful for the majority of member states. Separate agreements under international law between groups of member states (on the model of the Schengen Convention) are not desirable, as they have a cost in terms of democratic accountability and judicial control, but their use should nevertheless be envisaged in those cases where cooperation seems
politically important but where the text of the European Treaties makes it impossible to adopt Union legislation.

- The European Parliament should require the creation of a continuous and comprehensive assessment of the respect by all member states for the values of Article 2 TEU, as was proposed in its resolution of October 2016. This should, however, be preceded, by a more precise definition of what is understood by respect for the rule of law and respect for democracy. Similarly to what happened with human rights (of which the Union adopted a catalogue in the form of the Charter of Fundamental Rights), there should be a Union catalogue of the elements of the rule of law and democratic government. The new assessment procedure should involve evaluations by independent experts and an active role for the EU’s Fundamental Rights Agency, which should become an agency in charge of fundamental rights, democracy and the rule of law. A mechanism comparable to the existing Cooperation and Verification Mechanism for Bulgaria and Romania should also be applied to states that will accede in the future, so as to ensure a better transition between the pre-accession political conditionality and a post-accession continuation of the reforms.

- The Commission has recently brought infringement actions before the Court of Justice of the European Union for what it considers violations of fundamental rights and threats to judicial independence by member states. The Commission should develop further this new approach and make the infringement action an important tool to address systematically the deficiencies in the protection of fundamental rights, the rule of law and democratic principles whenever member states act to implement EU legislation or whenever they use EU funding. The Commission should not hesitate to ask the Court of Justice for urgent interim measures while an infringement case is pending.
This in-depth analysis, commissioned by the European Parliament’s Policy Department for Citizens’ Rights and Constitutional Affairs at the request of the Committee on Constitutional Affairs, recalls the earlier debates linking the enlargement of the Union with the need to adapt its constitutional framework, and discusses whether further constitutional reforms, involving Treaty change or not, are necessary when a further enlargement of the Union will take place in the near future. It focuses on three main themes: the Union’s decision-making capacity; forms of differentiated integration; and the question on how to ensure respect by all member states for the Union’s fundamental values.